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ROMAN GARDENS, IMAGINATION, AND COGNITIVE STRUCTURE1 
 
Abstract: The article deals with the Roman garden and sets it in the context of identity, imagination, and 
cognitive development. Although the implications of the argument are empire-wide, the focus here is primarily 
on the the urban gardens of the city of Rome ca.60 B.C. – A.D. 60.  
The person experiencing one garden sees through it other gardens, real, historical, or poetic. ‘The 
garden’ and representations of the garden become places for thinking about literature, history, and identity. 
Our evidence for this ‘thinking’ is a lateral or synchronic layer in the sense that the thinking for which we have 
textual evidence is all done by fully developed adults. However, there is another, vertical or diachronic, aspect 
to the process which involves the cognitive development from childhood of the garden-user and the role of 
the garden in structuring the prospective citizen’s understanding of the world. The garden is a central feature 
of the urban residence, where the Roman citizen lives and moves through the course of his cognitive 
development. It is inside the house, and the house is inside the city, which is inside Italy. The concluding part 
of the article investigates how the core notion of the garden as enclosed space maps on to larger sets of 
inside-outside dyads in the Roman world: the garden is a secluded interior, but on a larger scale Rome is a safe 
interior surrounded by more perilous environment; again, Italy is a civilised interior surrounded by a more 
dangerous outer world. The garden is experienced by the child largely through play, and this also feeds into 
the garden-related imaginative acts described in the first part of the paper. 
 
From the time of the late Republic, Rome was ringed by huge gardens.2 Inside the city, 
within this necklace of large gardens, there was a varied multiplicity of other gardens: 
gardens at baths,3 gardened walkways, window boxes, temple groves, roof gardens, gardens 
in taverns and small inns, and the courtyard gardens of houses.4 Outside the city, there were 
also funerary gardens.5 Everyone in Rome, even the poorer inhabitants of insulae, had 
access to gardens of various kinds, and many (not excluding all of the comparatively less 
well-off), had their own gardens, facilitated by the Augustan urban water programme of c. 
30 BC onwards.6 Nor were there only the physical gardens themselves, for these were 
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replicated on another level by references to them in the poetry of the time.7 Pompey’s 
garden, for example, appears in passing as a feature of the everyday life of the city in 
Catullus 55 and reappears in Propertius (2.32.7-16) and Ovid (AA 3.387). Caesar’s appears 
likewise at Horace Satires 1.9.18, and Maecenas’ new Esquiline Gardens is the setting for 
Horace Satires 1.8.8 Gardens were everywhere in the material fabric of the city and in the 
city of the mind. 
In this paper, I am concerned with the Roman citizen’s experience of this pervasive 
phenomenon; in particular, I am concerned with the role of the garden9 in the consolidation 
and expression of the individual’s social, civic, and cultural identity (examples 1-3); the way 
the imagination uses the garden as a medium through which something other than literal 
reality is seen (examples 4-8), so that it becomes a fostering environment for role-play and 
self-impersonation (therefore also contributing to the expression of identity); and, finally, its 
structuring influence on Roman cognitive development. It will be seen that this last aspect 
has a contributory role in preparing for the kinds of imaginative acts dealt with in the earlier 
parts of the paper, and that in turn these imaginative acts tend to continue the process of 
cognitive development. In all three aspects, the repetition (often the frequent or daily 
repetition) of garden experience is a major reinforcing element. The bulk of my evidence 
comes from Rome of the late Republic and early Empire and relates to the aristocratic 
citizen, but the implications of the overall picture extend much further.  
 
The garden, public and private, was a place designed for, amongst other things, the 
play of the imagination. It was, as von Stackelberg puts it (2009: 2), ‘not just a place, it was 
an idea of a place, experienced on both a societal and an individual level.’ The garden and 
the replication of the garden in poetry have a role in the social and cultural identity of the 
owners and subjects; there is a complex interaction with their sense of belonging to the 
Roman élite and taking part in the Roman cultural life, and sometimes also with a sense of 
historical identity as Romans. I begin with two apparently slight and fleeting references: 
 
1) ast ubi me fessum sol acrior ire lavatum 
admonuit, fugio Campum lusumque trigonem. 
(Horace Satires 1.6.126)  
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But when I’m tired and the fiercening sun tells me to go to the baths, I flee the 
Campus and my game of Triangle. 
 
2) Luserat in Campo: ‘Fortunae filius!’ omnes. 
(Horace Satires 2.6.49)  
 
Suppose he [Maecenas] had been playing with me in the Campus: ‘Lucky man!’ say 
all. 
 
In the first extract, in a generalised account of a day in the life of the poet, Horace says, 
when it’s time for the baths, ‘I finish my game of triangle and leave the Park’ (Niall Rudd’s 
translation). In the second extract, Horace modestly and almost inadvertently reveals that 
sometimes Maecenas does things like playing with Horace in the Park. On both of these 
occasions, Horace uses the word campus, referring to the Campus Martius, the immense 
garden-like complex containing (amongst other things) the water gardens of Agrippa and 
the gardens of Pompey.10 By entering the Campus Martius (or the gardens once owned by 
Pompey or Caesar), the subject partakes of the myth of Roman power and shares in 
Augustus’ ‘new political stability’ (von Stackelberg, 2009:78). Although increasingly filled 
during the republic with temples, porticoes, and other monuments, the Campus Martius 
was still in the Augustan period used for the equestrian exercises which figure occasionally 
in major Augustan poets (Hor. Odes 1.8.3; Prop. 2.16.33). But Romans who read the poetry 
of Horace, by taking part in these exercises, or just by entering the Campus Martius in 
general social activity, could become in their own minds part of an imaginary Horatian 
poem. In turn, Horace's poem becomes a poem about these very readers. In a recursive 
effect, those who read the poem are also in the poem; they might have just left it (like 
Maecenas with the pluperfect tense of luserat in line 49) or will shortly be in it.11 They are 
doing what ordinary aristocratic Romans do but, in addition, they get an imaginary role in a 
poem by one of Rome’s major poets, which multiplies and reinforces their urban cultural 
identity. 
There are other literary associations present in the Campus, too. The Augustan 
resonance of the equestrian activities in the Campus Martius is very clear in the seventh 
book of Virgil’s Aeneid. The whole of the Aeneid is a poetic embodiment of a Roman 
foundation myth, but in the seventh book this is particularly focused, because there Aeneas 
reaches the site of the future Rome. He establishes a camp and sends ambassadors to King 
Latinus (Aeneid 7.159ff). Meanwhile, he sees equestrian exercises being performed on the 
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‘campus’ outside the city (160-5), exercises which clearly foreshadow those of Virgil’s 
contemporaries in the Campus Martius. Thus, Virgil’s Roman listeners, as they engage in this 
practice, can see their forerunners in their mind’s eye. In their imagination they become 
united with their origins.12 At the same time, they themselves become ‘part of’ the major 
modern poem, the Aeneid. This sort of cross-media intertextuality, moreover, is happening 
everywhere in Rome, as when the citizen passes the statue of Aeneas, in the Forum 
Augusti,13 or the other statues in the Forum’s colonnades (Beard and Henderson 2001: 168-
9). As the citizen is day after day seeing varied combinations of these sights, the messages 
are constantly replenished. 
The intertextuality of the Campus Martius and the allusions in the poets is only one 
part of the role of gardens in identity and imagination. In the subject’s experience of the 
city, myths of Romanness are constantly being refreshed and reinforced. Augustus, as 
Kellum (1994: 211) writes, built on old traditions and memories to interweave an arborial 
mythology about his city.14 Walking about Rome, one would see the oak tree under which 
Romulus founded the Temple of Jupiter Feretrius (Livy 1.10; Nepos Atticus 20.3), or the 
plebeian and patrician myrtles of the Temple of Quirinus, the palm tree placed by Augustus 
at the Palatine Temple of Apollo (Suet. Aug. 92.1-2), or the pair of laurel trees in front of 
Augustus’ door (Dio 53.16.4). ‘The purifying, healing laurel of Apollo became one of the 
quintessential symbols of the Augustan era of clemency and peace, and as such appeared in 
at least ten other key locations in the city’ (Kellum 1994: 213). As the citizen passes any of 
these sites, he enters the arborial mythology of Rome and enacts his Romanness.15 Of 
course, a tree is not a garden on its own (although example 5 will through a different 
perspective on this), but in a city in which gardens are a feature, the accumulation of other 
individual trees (and gardens in which there are often architectural features) there is an 
element of the impressions of the one bleeding into the other.  
 A passage from Ovid demonstrates the importance of gardens as part of both the 
image of the city and of that image as part of the individual self-image. 
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3) Tempus erat nec me peregrinum ducere caelum,  
nec siccam Getico fonte levare sitim, 
Sed modo, quos habui, vacuos secedere in hortos, 
nunc hominum visu rursus et urbe frui. 
Sic animo quondam non divinante futura  
optabam placide vivere posse senex. (Ovid Tristia 4.8.25-8) 
 
 
It was not the time for me to breath a foreign sky, nor lighten parched thirst with a 
Getic spring, but to retire now into the empty gardens I once had, now to enjoy the 
sight of humans and the city – That is how once I prayed to live a peaceful old age, but 
my mind was not aware of the future.  
 
Here, in one of his exile poems, Ovid – on the margins of the Black Sea – conjures up 
an imaginary Rome whose salient features are his own gardens, the sight of the urban 
inhabitants, and the visual impact of the city itself. His audience, meanwhile, back in Rome 
itself, conjures up from reading these same lines an imaginary picture of the wastes where 
Ovid is actually writing. In a sort of conceptual chiasmus, the real Rome with its gardens 
contains the both reader and the mental model of Tomis which the reader makes from the 
exile poems, while Tomis itself contains both Ovid and his poetic construction of Rome with 
its gardens and people. The city, the life of the city, and the city’s gardens are part of Ovid’s 
picture of what his life ought to be, and his own gardens are specifically aligned with the city 
which contains them. We may think that the reader (in Rome) corresponds to Ovid (in 
Tomis), and that the poems have some sort of reality in both places, linking reader and poet, 
but the gardens are ‘empty’ because Ovid is not there, but in Tomis and this emphasises the 
imbalance embodied in Ovid’s translocation. In the poem, Ovid uses these gardens to 
embody the gulf between his sense of identity and Romanness, on the one hand, and his 
physical location in an alien setting on the other. Given the dangers and discomfort Ovid 
repeatedly attributes to Tomis, his gardens are implicated in a contrast between safe home 
and dangerous foreign parts, and this contrast has a close connection with the architecture 
of the garden and the house to which I shall return later in this paper.  
In the lines from Ovid’s Tristia, the garden in the poem is a lens through which Ovid 
sees his former life in Rome.16 Indeed, in all the material adduced so far, the subject sees 
through the literal garden other more metaphorical possibilities. This theme is more 
explicitly present in the examples I now turn to (examples 4-8). 
The garden experienced by the subject is always a particular garden in a particular 
place, enclosed by a clear boundary and thereby separated from a qualitatively 
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differentiated outside world, but its situation is nonetheless ambiguous. A garden, as well as 
being a physical artefact is a palimpsest of possibly multiple other dimensions. Two 
passages, one from the Elder Pliny and the other from the Elder Seneca, illustrate this 
further in a quite direct way. (We may also see in them an echo of the way in which some of 
the passages quoted earlier show how the subject’s experience of a garden contributes to 
his construction of his identity.) 
 
4) iam in fenestris suis plebs urbana imagine hortorum cotidiana oculis rura 
praebebant, antequam praefigi prospectus omnes coegit multitudinis innumerae 
saeva latrocinatio. (Pliny NH 19.59) 
 
Indeed the urban plebs used to serve the countryside up for their eyes each day in 
their windows with imitation gardens before the atrocious brigandage in huge 
numbers forced all the prospects to be shut up. 
 
 
5) sub hac arbuscula imaginabar divitum silvas 
(Seneca Controversiae 5.5.24 [Rich Man has burned Poor Man’s tree – and house]) 
 
 Beneath this little tree I used to imagine the forests of the rich. 
 
In the first passage, the urban window box is for its plebeian owner an imaginary garden.17 
In the other, the stereotypical declamatory poor man imagines the woods or forests (silvae) 
of the rich while under his single tree. For him, his domestic tree has become a garden 
through which he sees other bigger gardens – those of the rich.18 These, in turn, by being 
called silvae imagine that they are forests, part of a huge and non-urban world of nature.19 
We may be reminded of how Ovid in exile imagines his gardens in Rome, especially if we 
emphasise the rhetorical context of the passage in Seneca, since the poor man is here 
actually remembering the single tree which was his garden and mourning its loss and the 
loss of his former way of life.  
This passage can be pressed a little further to reveal another imaginary dimension, a 
literary one. The elite declaimer presents plays the part of the poor man whose one tree 
provided him with a whole imaginary garden as performing an imaginative act under this 
tree (imaginabar) so that we can see either the declaimer or the poor man (or both) as 
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indulging in a bucolic posture. In Virgil’s Eclogues, the herdsman sitting under the shade of a 
tree composing song is a programmatic and recurrent assemblage. We are not told that 
Seneca’s poor man is sitting, but, given the bucolic archetype and his location ‘under’ the 
tree, we surely visualise him so.  
 We will see another bucolic garden posture shortly, but before proceeding to it, a 
passage in Cicero provides us with another case of one garden being a lens through which 
the subject sees another.20 Whereas the declaimer’s poor man sees in his one-tree garden 
an image of richer gardens, one of the elements present in the extract from Cicero is that 
for a moment he sees an affluent villa-garden as a trading market-garden. Again, there is an 
additional literary element. Perhaps in Cicero’s case the imaginative play is subtler, but one 
complication present in the declamatory passage no longer applies, for here there is no 
question about whose imagination is the primary home of the literary resonance. 
 
6) quamquam ea villa quae nunc est tamquam philosopha videtur esse quae obiurget 
ceterarum villarum insaniam; verum tamen illud additum delectabit. topiarium 
laudavi; ita omnia convestivit hedera, qua basim villae, qua intercolumnia 
ambulationis, ut denique illi palliati topiariam facere videantur et hederam vendere.
 (Cicero ad Quintum fratrem 3.1.5)  
 
Although the villa as it now is seems to have a philosophical character, which 
might rebuke the madness of the other villas. And yet that addition will be pleasing. I 
praised your landscape gardener: he has so clothed everything with ivy, the 
foundation-wall of the villa and the spaces between the columns of the walk, that 
those Greek statues seemed to be engaged in landscape gardening, and to be selling 
ivy.  
 
Cicero imagines the statues in a garden as metamorphosed into humans by the nature 
of the setting. The ivy covered statues seem to be landscape gardeners offering their ivy for 
sale. We can see here an inverse of the typical metamorphoses found in Greco-Latin 
poetry.21 In those metamorphic tales, a human protagonist is set in an artificial poetic 
representation of nature and is turned into a plant or stone, say; in the passage from 
Cicero’s letter, the stone in the garden’s artificial version of nature becomes human. A 
rather complex play of the mind arises from this, in which two other ‘gardens’ are 
superimposed on the aristocratic villa-garden which contains the statues. In the mind’s eye, 
this villa-garden can be seen as doubly metamorphosed, into both a market-garden and, at 
the same time, into the kind of mythic landscape which is the natural home of poetic 
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metamorphosis. Indeed, in the replacement of gods and lovers with clients and salespeople 
there is perhaps something culturally akin to the kind of humour that humanises epic by 
taking the monster out of the Cyclops and turning him into a moping unrequited lover 
(Theocr. Id. 11 and thence V. Ecl. 2).  
We can see the effect of an imaginary garden visible through a real one as analogous 
to the trompe l’oeil garden paintings which are a feature of Roman art and domestic 
architecture (and to which I shall return further below). In the garden room at the villa of 
Livia at Prima Porta,22 for example, the guest enters a room upon whose four walls a 
continuous garden scene is painted, unbroken except by the door of entry. As he enters he 
becomes someone entering not a walled room, but a pergola open on all four sides to a 
garden; this garden is imaginary (because it is a painting), but it is also transformed. Not 
only is it full of mythological resonances,23 but also, at whatever time of year the guest 
enters, the inclusion of flowers which do not belong to one season makes this painted 
garden share the timelessness and winter-free benevolence of the Golden Age and bestow 
it, for a while, upon the guests who are present. 
In all of these examples the garden – even the window box – is a medium through 
which something other than superficial reality is seen as well as that reality. The corollary to 
the imaginative transformation of the visible garden is that the subject himself undergoes a 
sort of transformation and becomes part of the imagined scene. In example 6 above, Cicero 
is a witness of a metamorphosis and is therefore a part of the imaginary metamorphosis 
narrative (just as the partridge is, who witnesses the fall and transformation of Perdix; Ov. 
Met. 8.236-59). We see here a touch of the very Roman element of role play,24 which I will 
now further exemplify with some lines from an anonymous elegy on the death of Maecenas. 
In these lines the element of role play is much more explicit and in them the garden is more 
consciously used as a setting for the enactment of the urban citizen's literary and cultural 
identity. 
 
7) maluit umbrosam quercum lymphasque cadentes  
 paucaque pomosi iugera certa soli: 
 Pieridas Phoebumque colens in mollibus hortis  
 sederat argutas garrulus inter avis   (Elegiae in Maecenatem 1.33-6) 
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He preferred the shady oak and falling waters, and a few sure acres of fruit-bearing 
ground: cultivating the Muses and Apollo in soft gardens, he sat loquacious among 
the clear-voiced birds.  
 
In these lines from an elegy praising the dead Maecenas, the vocabulary is 
distinctively bucolic. In Virgil’s Eclogues the recurrent setting of the archetypally bucolic 
song exchange is shade from trees by a stream and all these elements are present here. In 
addition, the oak is one of the regular eclogic trees; fruit trees make frequent appearances, 
and sitting is a typical posture for the bucolic herdsman. There are not very many birds in 
Theocritus’ pastoral Idylls or Virgil’s Eclogues, but they are present in the idea of the bucolic 
landscape because of Lucretian bucolic (DRN 5.1379-1411).25 The herdsmen in the Eclogues 
meet and sing.26 Here, Maecenas is cultivating the Muses and Apollo and he has a clear 
musical voice (garrulus). He must be singing. If this were real life he would be scribbling 
verse on wax tablets, as Catullus does in Carm. 50, but that is easily represented in poetry as 
singing.27 Given the setting of shady oak and falling water, Maecenas must be read as using 
the garden setting as the stage for his playing of a bucolic role and, at the same time, 
transforming his own Esquiline Gardens (we readily infer that these gardens are alluded to) 
into a bucolic landscape.28 Naively, we might wonder how many times Maecenas had to 
pose like this for it to become part of his image, but he need never actually have sung, or 
composed poetry, in his gardens. The point of the lines in the posthumous elegy is to hand 
the reader an imaginative and memorable icon. What is important for present purposes is 
that they consolidate the idea that the garden is a natural setting for self-dramatisation and 
depend on the plausibility of the garden setting allowing this kind of metaphorical film to be 
superimposed on it. 
The garden, enclosed by wall and separated from the outside world of negotium, 
provides a nurturing setting for the self-impersonations and role-plays of its owners and 
guests.29 In the next example we see a republican aristocrat engaging in a yet more explicitly 
realised and elaborate literary role-play. 
 
8) Apros quidem posse haberi in leporario nec magno negotio ibi et captivos et cicuris, 
qui ibi nati sint, pingues solere fieri scis, inquit, Axi. Nam quem fundum in Tusculano 
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emit hic Varro a M. Pupio Pisone, vidisti ad bucinam inflatam certo tempore apros et 
capreas convenire ad pabulum, cum ex superiore loco e palaestra apris effunderetur 
glans, capreis victa aut quid aliud. Ego vero, inquit ille, apud Q. Hortensium cum in 
agro Laurenti essem. Ibi istuc magis thraikikos fieri vidi. Nam silva erat, ut dicebat, 
supra quinquaginta iugerum maceria saepta, quod non leporarium, sed 
therotrophium appellabat. Ibi erat locus excelsus, ubi triclinio posito cenabamus, quo 
Orphea vocari iussit. Qui cum eo venisset cum stola et cithara cantare esset iussus, 
bucina inflavit, ut tanta circumfluxerit nos cervorum aprorum et ceterarum 
quadripedum multitudo, ut non minus formosum mihi visum sit spectaculum, quam 
in Circo Maximo aedilium sine Africanis bestiis cum fiunt venationes.  
 
(Varro, de Re Rustica 3.13) 
  
‘You know, Axius,’ Appius continued, ‘that boars can be kept in the warren with no 
great trouble; and that both those that have been caught and the tame ones which 
are born there commonly grow fat in them. For on the place that our friend Varro 
here bought from Marcus Pupius Piso near Tusculum, you saw wild boars and roes 
gather for food at the blowing of a horn at a regular time, when mast was thrown 
from a platform above to the boars, and vetch or the like to the roes." "Why," said he, 
"I saw it carried out more in the Thracian fashion at Quintus Hortensius's place near 
Laurentum when I was there. For there was a forest which covered, he said, more 
than fifty iugera; it was enclosed with a wall and he called it, not a warren, but a 
game-preserve. In it was a high spot where was spread the table at which we were 
dining, to which he bade Orpheus be called. When he appeared with his robe and 
harp, and was bidden to sing, he blew a horn; whereupon there poured around us 
such a crowd of stags, boars, and other animals that it seemed to me to be no less 
attractive a sight than when the hunts of the aediles take place in the Circus Maximus 
without the African beasts.’  
In this anecdote about a dinner held by Q. Hortensius’ in his Laurentan park we see an 
interactive Orpheus-performance.30 The Orpheus role itself is taken by a slave (we might 
wonder whether the slave was always called Orpheus, or just for this particular occasion), 
but in that role he gathers food for Hortensius and his guests, so that they too are part of 
the drama.  It is true that Orpheus is not a hunter or food-gatherer in the mythological 
repertoire, but it is a standard feature that when he sings animals and even trees gather 
around him (as at Ov. Met. 10.86-105). Moreover, the evidence of the amphitheatre shows 
that the Romans were fully capable of re-imagining mythological narratives in radical 
transformations.31 It might seem impractical that the animals gathered by our Orpheus’ 
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horn-blowing were then caught, prepared, and eaten at the dinner described by Appius. 
However, the dinner was indeed prepared and eaten, and it is surely part of the drama of 
the occasion that that the guests imagine that they are eating the very beasts that Orpheus’ 
legendary musical power has summoned for them, and in doing so they take part in a scene 
from virtual mythology for which the garden is the setting. Given the non-urban context of 
the Orpheus myth, the park is not just the place where Hortensius’ piece of performance art 
occurs: it is an appropriate context which enables the performance to work at both a literal 
and theatrical level.32 
The range of material garden and garden-like types is very large. However, as we 
have seen, the typology is not stable: the subject can see through one garden another 
imaginary garden of a different type,33 or a mythological scene.34 The imaginary layers can 
also include the gardens of memory and mythology. In the Elder Pliny (NH 19.49-51), in a 
brief history of Roman gardens, the garden of the Greek philosopher Epicurus appears in the 
same context as the gardens of Alcinous, Adonis, and the Hesperides, together with the 
Hanging Gardens of Babylon. For the Romans, these had all become part of the garden of 
the mind.35 These other gardens behind the material ones visible to the subject become 
building blocks for the construction of the identity projected by the individual. Cicero’s 
Tusculan garden contained Greek works of art and a statue of Plato (ad Att. 1.4; 1.6; 1.8-11). 
This philosophical decoration recalled not only Epicurus’ garden itself, but also Cicero’s own 
walk, via the garden of Epicurus, to the groves of the Academy in Athens (along with M. 
Piso, Atticus, and his brother Quintus). In addition, it recalled his account of this walk in De 
finibus bonorum et malorum 5.1.1-3. The more or less permanent installation of the 
Tusculan Garden, the ephemeral event of the walk, and the literary embodiment of the 
same walk aim at various partially overlapping audiences and reinforce each other in 
solidifying Cicero’s presentation of himself as belonging to the succession of philosophers.36 
Cicero’s Tusculan garden is a piece of organised self-impersonation as a man of 
importance in a significant strand of Roman cultural life.37 In the same period, gardens can 
be seen to perform analogous functions in military and political self-presentations. ‘Lucullus, 
Pompey, and Caesar all used their gardens to further their own political agenda, either as a 
symbol of personal power, evidence of military success, or a vehicle of communication’ (von 
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Stackelberg, 2009: 78).38 Pompey’s gardens provided a ‘strategic display of political as well 
as military power’ (Gleason 1994:13). The large gardens which performed these functions 
were not only present as a physical reality in the fabric of Rome, but took on an additional 
existence in another dimension in the references made by poets. This cross-media interplay 
with politics tends to acquires a more specific focus as the Augustan period proceeds. 
There is a process at work in all these cases which is like that of producing a 
metaphor, of seeing one thing as another, and this is a cognitive process.39 So far I have 
been dealing with pieces of evidence as snapshots of the mentality of the adult subject, and 
the imaginary transformations of the garden that we have seen so far are of a sophistication 
that belongs to the adult mind. However, there are dynamic and developmental issues 
involved in the experience of the garden as well. At any point, the garden (which has its own 
history and development) is part of the raw data of experience for the child of the latest 
generation, and this child is a growing thing. The nature of his experience and his mentality 
change with him. The relative importance of physical and cultural constituents changes as 
the child’s mind acquires knowledge and undergoes acculturation. As the garden is a strong 
part of the child’s environment and experience, we can look at the physical and social 
architecture of the garden as the context for the cognitive development that leads to the 
kind of adult perceptions illustrated so far, and thereby also broaden our picture of the 
consequences. In what follows, I am chiefly concerned with the male Roman aristocratic 
child, although the basic principles of the argument could be applied more widely.  
The garden, as already observed, is multifarious in form and size. The public garden 
is bigger than the private urban domestic garden, but in the course of his growing up the 
subject’s experience of the domestic garden fits into and begins both to fill, and be 
expanded by, his experience of the public garden. In this sense the domestic garden is 
seminal. Even among the villa-owning class, more Romans had a closer, more regular and 
more intimate, experience of the urban domestic garden than with villa parks and the large 
public gardens, since the courtyard garden is part of the residence, and the domus was close 
to the heart of the dweller.40 This experience not only had an organic and multisensory 
wholeness, but had a temporal extension and continuity reaching back into infancy.41 The 
garden, the house, and the family are in intimate connection with each other from the very 
earliest moments of the citizen’s life. This subjective experience must, therefore, be a strong 
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factor in the citizen’s cognitive development. This will allow us to consider his experience of 
the architecture of the house and garden as evidence for the shape of the mind.   
The perceived physical patterns of the places in which the infant Roman aristocrat 
lived are fundamental formative influences. It is not the garden alone that matters; all 
domestic space (and the awareness of the outside) does.42 Domestic space embodies 
domestic values, and it is always there as the child is growing, always repeating its lessons. 
However, a number of features had the potential to give the child’s garden-experience a 
special emphasis. The multisensory nature of the garden-experience is a strong cognitive 
catalyst;43 the child is likely to have been in the garden more than in the triclinium (for 
example), and while the child was not always in the garden, the relative freedoms allowed 
to play, activity, and behaviour that are possible there are likely to have given the place 
itself a special quality. The location of the peristyle within the domus is a continuous non-
verbal indication that it is central and safe, and thus potentially marked out as important 
and relatively free from constriction.44 The citizen’s cognitive map of the larger Roman 
world is based on foundations laid in infancy and expands from there, and the garden has a 
seminal influence in this process.  
Before we proceed any further, some observations about cognitive processes and 
development are necessary. Before we speak or write, the world is already taking shape for 
us. Before we speak we are already the sentient locations of subjective experience. We see, 
hear, smell, taste, and feel; we are spoken to, fed, warmed, moved from room to room, 
crawl and so forth. All the while, we are building up pre-verbal cognitive patterns which 
underpin our understanding of the environment. An illustration of this kind of pattern which 
is used in cognitive psychology is the ‘figure on a ground’ model: when ‘two areas share a 
common boundary, the figure has a distinct shape with clearly defined edges. In contrast 
the ground is the region that is left over, forming the background ...  The figure also seems 
closer to us and more dominant than the ground’ (Matlin 2005: 36).45 The object on the 
table is (generally) more interesting at first sight than the table. It can be picked up; perhaps 
it can be used or eaten ... Matlin goes on to observe that even young infants show such 
‘Gestalt principles of organisation’ (2005: 36). The abstractness of the figure on a ground 
motif indicates how widely transferable it is in real experience, and points us towards 
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understanding how physical structure becomes part of cognitive structure.46 At a less 
abstract level, for the infant and child, experience says that Inside is safe and warm, and 
outside is unpredictable, unknown: the one pair of concepts becomes aligned with the 
other. How do we reach this point from the experimental model of the figure on a ground? 
Concept formation and acquisition is a much debated area in cognitive psychology,47 
but it is broadly true to say that the development of concepts and conceptualisation is the 
product of an interplay between new information from the outside world which ‘is taken 
into your cognitive system and is somehow influenced by your general knowledge. This 
knowledge allows you to go beyond the information in the stimulus in a useful productive 
fashion’ (Matlin 2005 247).48 Somewhat more specifically, Hofstadter (2001) argues that the 
transferability and development of concepts depends on analogy, which he sees as central 
to cognition (and which starts operating before the development of the more peripheral 
process of reasoning). The infant chunks infant-scaled quanta of experience into infant-
concepts, and in the course of development these concepts grow in size and number by 
analogy and a recursive process of being amalgamated in larger and larger concepts. For the 
more developed subject, analogy-making is an intuitive and often inexplicit ‘mental mapping 
onto each other of two entities – one old and sound asleep in the recesses of long-term 
memory, the other new and gaily dancing on the mind’s center stage’ (Hofstadter 2001). 
The resemblance of analogy and ‘mapping onto’ to metaphor and seeing one thing through 
another, which were important motifs earlier in this paper, is clear, and we should 
remember as well that the Romans were receptive to the idea of the architecture of the 
house being explicitly applicable to a meta-level of intellectual content (this lies behind the 
use of the house as a mnemonic structure recommended by Cicero and Quintilian; 
Quintilian 11.2.20-4; cf. ad Herennium 3.29; Cic. de Oratore 2.350-60).49 
We may not be able to track the cognitive development of the Roman child in detail, 
but we know the beginning and end points (infancy and adulthood) and can place some of 
the intervening points on a sequential timescale well enough for present purposes.50 As 
observed above, in the course of cognitive development, there is an interplay between new 
information from external reality and already existing general knowledge. The subject’s 
experience of external reality, however, is not static: it grows with the child, and so we find 
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a roughly concentric set of insides and outsides superimposed on each other over time. 
What the subject has learned from the smaller circles is successively transferred outwards.51 
At first, the infant lives in a limited world, sheltered and nurtured in the domus and perhaps 
mainly limited to particular parts of it; outside this is terra incognita. The inside expands as 
the child begins to walk (but the original smaller ‘inside’ retains a special sense of 
homeliness, comfort within the new larger ‘inside’) and the outside is less wholly unknown, 
but becomes a shadowy region of uncomfort and potential danger. Outside the house could 
be mobs, poor people, complicated streets with cut-throats and thieves (of course, children 
did get outside the domus, but with supervision; Huntley 2011:83-7). Inside the house, on 
the other hand, are the garden, the family, the family slaves, and immediate access to 
shelter. Within the house, as the infant becomes a child there is an increase in the 
differentiation of behaviour according to location, for although the Roman house did not 
contain special children-only, or specifically children-friendly, areas, the expectations of the 
child’s behaviour varied according to where in the house they were (Wallace-Hadrill 1994: 
9-10; Huntley 2011). Since play is an integral part of the child’s development (Fromberg and 
Bergen: 1998; Goldman: 1998), issues of where to play, where not, and what kind of play is 
allowed all have a strong formative role in the conceptualisation of boundaries.52 It should 
also be noted that the identity of the garden as a place where the child can play and the 
role-playing element of much child-play have a direct impact on the use of gardens for the 
adult role-playing already discussed (see examples 6-8 above).53 
The young adult citizen lives in the domus, but is also at home in the urban environs 
and used to a greater plurality of domestic interiors, whereas outside the dangers, and the 
preparations needed for excursions, are more consciously rationalised. The adult still lives in 
the domus (or multiple homes and villas), but outside the home are the choppy seas of 
politics, business, negotium, or indeed military activity.  
The adult is at home in the city and perhaps in other Italian towns as well, though 
care still needs to be exercised in the spaces between the urban centres. Outside the city 
there are brigands and highwaymen. Even so, an extended homely inside can now 
incorporate Italy, or perhaps the Roman world (with the domus still as the paradigm 
comfort zone), surrounded by an outside where dangerous foreign tribes and nations, 
barbarians, threaten war or revolt, and are known to be capable of destroying whole 
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legions, and where climatic extremes replace the temperate zone of the homeland (praised 
in the Georgics) - frozen hyperboreans, torrid southern zones, the ultimate Britanni, and the 
semimythical Indians.  
The successive layers of innerness are concentric. Just as Cicero uses the house as a 
physical symbol of the family, emphasising its emotional centrality at Philippics 12.14.8-10, 
so the Romans saw the patron-client relationship (essentially based in the domus and the 
urbs) as the paradigm for the larger scale relationship between Rome and the provinces.54 
For each Roman citizen, the innermost of the concentric circles is similar in character to that 
of any other, although in spatial and other terms there are multiple differences: this infant 
lives in this house, and not that one. It has a fresco of Aeneas leaving Troy, and not of 
Polyphemus wooing Galatea. He has two visiting aunts, not three. The domus is in Pompeii 
or Mantua and not Rome or Cremona. However, this innermost circle comes to resemble 
and overlap with the similar innermost circles of the growing individual’s friends and family, 
and the perception of the outermost outsides, consisting of the furthest semi-mythical 
places, is very much more uniform across the range of adult Roman citizens.  
Returning to the house, we should observe that the whole house is not all equally 
‘inside’. Many pass the front door without being allowed in.55 Some, clients, are allowed in 
as far as the atrium for the salutatio.56 Some, more intimate, are allowed in as far as the 
tablinum to discuss matters with the owner, as far as or a cenaculum to eat dinner with the 
host and with other guests. The most intimate part, and to which the closest intimates - or 
grandest guests (Vitruvius 6.5.2) - are invited, is the garden. The most public part is the 
atrium, not only frequented by the clients who attended the salutatio, but also visible – in a 
glimpse, at least – through the narrow entryway (fauces) from the street.57 Thus, the inside-
outside dyad is relative - there is a gradient of innerness.58  
In this sense as well as architecturally, the garden is innermost, and only the most 
privileged guests reach it, although paradoxically it is outside in the sense of being in the 
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open air.59 However, this open-air quality differentiates the garden and makes it special, and 
we can pursue this further. The garden has plants, a fountain or fountains,60 air-movement, 
wetness and dryness, and smells. It is subject to seasonal variation both in terms of how it 
looks and how it feels to be there. Being in the garden is a more fully textured multisensory 
experience than being indoors, and thereby all the more multiply inscripted in the child’s 
cognitive patterns.61 ‘We should picture the Roman child in the garden as the arena for a 
complex mix of simultaneous bodily and mental experiences which create a holistic and 
typologically dense experiential model, packed with meanings’ (Jones 2011, 182 n163). 
Learning the geography of the house-garden dyad is a way of learning the etiquette of the 
home and familia, levels of intimacy and privacy, and degrees of friendship, and it is also a 
way of learning a set of patterns that can be expanded to fit the larger worlds the 
developing individual will have to engage with.  
There is another architectural paradox in the peristyle. The domus-garden pair 
correspond in an intuitive way to the town-country dyad. However, in the domus the plant-
life is surrounded by the architectural element, whereas in the Urbs, the architectural 
assemblage is surrounded by the natural element, the countryside. Nevertheless, the 
Domus is still an image or mental model62 of the urbs and is located within urbs itself; here 
again we see one inside-outside pattern nests inside another inside-outside,63 contributing 
to the whole set of insides and outsides nesting within each other. The repeatability of the 
underlying pattern is profoundly reinforcing. So we return yet again to the idea of recursion, 
known by some as mise en abyme, or the ‘Droste effect’ (after the cocoa package design).64  
Thinking in terms of the house as a mental model, we should be aware of the ubiquity of 
mental modelling as a cognitive process and how it always implies some recursive element. 
The model is an image of part of the world inside the totality of the world. The child may 
hold the model, but in his imagination he is in the model too; he may be in the garden, but 
he is also play-acting a role in an outer world. He may already be animating the garden 
statues like Cicero (example 6). He is both actor and witness of his own acting, like 
Maecenas in his bucolic posturing (example 7). The domus-garden pattern, as a model of a 
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whole set of inners and outers, influences the way the subject’s thinking about the world 
develops, but in addition, as observed above, the element of imagination in child-play 
prepares for the adult flights of imagination we considered earlier.  
The concept of inside-outside entails a boundary. The safe is enclosed within, and 
protected from, the dangers without. Inside are memories and the emotional narratives 
binding the past to the present; we may usefully remember Cicero’s ‘often movingly 
expressed determination to immortalize his dead daughter, Tullia, in a landscape-park 
setting’ (Spencer 2010: 64). Outside are different possible futures. Of course, the 
relationships within vary from domus to domus and for some the home is a place of 
oppression and distress. Clodia’s behaviour is transgressive when she (according to Cicero; 
pro Caelio 36) uses her gardens to watch men swimming and choose lovers, but she too 
shows how the boundary between inside and outside can be problematic – something to 
come to terms with or to escape from.65 I return to the garden now for some further 
thought about boundaries. In any account of the garden one of the core elements is 
enclosedness. The garden is an enclosed space, separated from an outside. Pushing this a 
little further, since, for example, a room is also an enclosed space, the garden is an urban-
cultural enclosed green space (it is urban, because even the villa gardens outside the city 
belong to aristocratic urban culture). The garden, as Purcell says (1987) ‘mediates between 
ideals associated with rural nature and urban civilisation’. Fundamental to its mediatory role 
is the fact that its boundary is porous. It is porous in the obvious sense that guests enter and 
leave, and the owner leaves and returns. In the garden, the owner hosts his guests for a 
while, and they indulge in social activity (archaeological evidence attests dining equipment 
permanently installed in many gardens); there are poetry readings, attested in the real 
world by Juvenal (Sat. 1.12), and reflected in world of poetry by the song exchanges in the 
bucolic verse. The subject in the garden can also look across class boundaries, for the host 
and guests may watch and be amused by the slaves working (Pliny Ep. 2.17.24; 5.6.9), 
perhaps even while they listen to bucolic accounts of the Arcadians moving sheep and then 
sitting in the shade. The host and guests may fantasize about metamorphosis, and their 
dramatisations of themselves as Romans may cross into imaginary worlds of myth.66 The 
domus-garden unit has multiple boundaries, and some are potentially difficult to deal with.  
Given this background and the replication of boundaries at larger and larger scales in 
the Roman world, it is no coincidence that at the tangible level, over and again, both in and 
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outside gardens we find that the Romans show a delight in the sense of boundaries being 
played with.67 I have two examples here, one of Pliny’s gardens and Livia’s garden room.  
 
9) est et alium cubiculum a proxima platano viride et umbrosum, marmore excultum 
podio tenus, nec cedit gratiae marmoris ramos insidentesque ramis aves imitata 
pictura. 
 
There is another bedroom, green and shady from the nearest plane tree, which has 
walls decorated with marble up to the dado and a fresco of birds perched on the 
branches of trees, which does not yield to the grace of the marble. 
 
In this passage (Ep. 5.6.20-2), Pliny describes a bedroom into which the shade from 
the real tree outside enters – as though the bedroom is in a bucolic setting – and in which 
there is a fresco on the wall on which birds perch on the branches of trees as though they 
were also – like the real shade – part of the real outside. The room is arranged with a delight 
in playing with boundaries, the representation of boundaries, and levels of representation, a 
phenomenon we see over again in Roman art and architecture.68 The garden room of Livia’s 
villa at Prima Porta is an especially complex and noteworthy example.69 The room is in a 
building, but when in the room the guest sees on all four walls the continuously unbroken 
painted garden. The walls are themselves a primary and physical boundary, but they are 
disguised with the painted gardenscape. However, in the painting there is actually a 
boundary, parallel to the real, but painted-over wall, in the form of the parapet. The parapet 
is low, and beyond it is another painted boundary, parallel to the parapet, and this is the 
fairly dense plantlife which comes up to the parapet and also recedes into some depth. 
Further behind this again, there is another boundary, this time only visible to the 
imagination, the ultimate garden wall of the painted garden, a wall which must coincide 
roughly – in the imagination – with the ultimate garden wall of the garden which actually 
surrounds the room we are in. The whole installation plays elaborately with the key garden 
notion of enclosure, and with levels of representation and reality.70  
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A rather small section of the Roman aristocracy would see either Pliny’s garden or 
Livia’s garden room (though the publication of Pliny’s letters is also to be born in mind). 
However, neither is a unique phenomenon. The kind of thing that Pliny describes is well 
known, and, while Livia’s garden room may have an exceptional scale and quality, its 
essential features are well attested elsewhere.71 Both, then, not only exemplify the theme 
of ‘playing with boundaries’, but also exemplify a common feature of, or associated with, 
gardens that contributes to the experience and development of the aristocratic child in the 
garden. Of course, the garden is not made for children. It works in the child because it is 
there and because the child’s mind is receptive; but it, along with other domestic space, also 
influences the thought patterns for the adult (cf. the discussion of examples 1-3). For the 
guests in Livia’s garden room and Pliny’s guests and typical readers, the nature of the 
decoration of the domus and garden (painting, statuary) and the social activity associated 
with each assume a higher prominence than for the child. Livia’s garden room is a complex 
work of art which can prompt a multiplicity of thoughts at an explicit level, and Spencer 
(2010: 153) describes how a Roman citizen walking past the varied landscape-frescoes of a 
corridor in the Villa Farnesina (or other similar corridors) might, might come to ‘a new way 
of perceiving the world and Rome’s place within it.’ The citizen may or may not see one or 
other of these, but will see many other such assemblages, over and over again. Moreover, 
Roman domestic garden architecture was to some extent the conscious expression of 
Roman ideas about life (Purcell 1987: 187) and by repeated exposure the adult citizen might 
well pick up both conscious and unconscious messages.72 
We are never just dealing with the subject and his experience of one garden 
(whether painted or physical), just as the image of the city is not dependant on one route 
through it (cf. Favro 1996: 24-41, 252-80). The subject’s internalised mental model 
summarises numbers of his journeys through the city. Thus, the experience of one garden 
can incorporate previous experience of the same garden, and indeed one garden can 
become all gardens as what we see in one is added to the product of what we have seen in 
others (including imaginary ones). The garden alters the normal perceptions of space in 
another sense too: in the house room leads to room in a pattern of usability, and in the city 
outside streets function as larger scale replicants of domestic corridors. The house and the 
city are the locus of, represent, and embody negotium (on the house see Vitruvius 6.5). In 
the house and in the city (and indeed further afield) one proceeds from place A to place B, 
but in the garden everything is more synchronous and less goal directed – it embodies 
otium. Like the bucolic landscape, which it resembles, it is a space receptive to undirected 
reflection and unprompted thoughts and memories.73 The citizen walks around or strolls 
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about enjoying views that cross and recross and remember each other74 as in an art gallery 
– as though, indeed, the garden is both the gallery and the art-object itself.75 The citizen 
thus moves around, or just sits, with a temporary freedom from time and responsibilities 
which must at some level recall the state of childhood, childhood’s experience of the 
garden, and the cognitive developments associated with it. At the same time, he is 
rehearsing his place in the world, engaging in the drama of individual, social, and cultural 
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